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SLB Dancers Lori Wilson and Mark David Bloodgood in Martins’ “Hallelujah Junction”
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Gen Horiuchi, originally from Tokyo, Japan, moved to the United States after winning the Prix de Lausanne, the international ballet competition in Switzerland in 1980, and receiving a scholarship to study at the School of American Ballet. In 1982, the great George Balanchine invited him to join the New York City Ballet, where he became a principal dancer in 1989. He performed many ballets with the renowned company; Balanchine created the role of Mercury in the ballet *Perséphone* especially for him. Peter Martins, ballet master-in-chief, created ballets *Eight More* and *Les Gentilhommes* for Horiuchi as well.

Gen Horiuchi’s Broadway musical credits include Andrew Lloyd Webber’s *Song and Dance* and the role of Mr. Mistoffelees in *Cats*. He went on to perform that role in London’s production of *Cats* and became the first performer to play the lead on both Broadway and in the West End in 1998. That same year, he choreographed the magnificent Opening Ceremony of the Winter Olympics in Nagano, Japan.

Horiuchi became Executive and Artistic Director of Saint Louis Ballet in 2000 and created more than 20 original works including seven full-length ballets for the company.

In 2010, he founded “Ballet for the Future” which tours Japan’s major cities each summer with a company of professional ballet dancers. In 2016, the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology awarded Horiuchi the prestigious Art Encouragement Prize in recognition of his work with “Ballet for the Future.”
Act I, Scene I: “The Party”
It is Christmas Eve in the town of Nuremburg, Germany. Festivities begin as Doctor and Mrs. Stahlbaum put the finishing touches on the Christmas tree and prepare to welcome their guests. Their children, Clara and Fritz, burst gleefully into the room and the party begins. Refreshments are served, gifts are exchanged, and the spirited fun continues until the arrival of the mysterious Herr Drosselmeyer. His gifts for the children quickly allay their initial fear of him. To everyone’s delight, life-size, mechanical dolls perform lively dances. The children are disappointed as the dolls are carried off, but Herr Drosselmeyer has another surprise; he produces a colorful Nutcracker for Clara. Fritz, in a fit of jealousy, grabs the Nutcracker and breaks it. Herr Drosselmeyer tenderly repairs it and Clara rocks the wounded Nutcracker in her arms. Fritz and his friends make mayhem at the party by blowing their horns and banging their drums. As the evening ends, the older guests join the parents in a traditional folk dance before everyone departs for home.

Act I, Scene II: “The Battle”
Later that night, while everyone is asleep, Clara feels drawn to making sure her Nutcracker is safe and so she goes back to the living room to look for him. After finding her Nutcracker, she becomes tired and falls asleep. A magical spell begins, giant mice appear, the Christmas tree seems to grow…and the toys even come to life! Clara’s Nutcracker becomes real and leads the toy soldiers and bunnies in battle against the mice. When Clara sees that the mice are winning, she joins the fight. Courageously, she jumps on the Mouse King's back, startling him, and the Nutcracker is quickly able to slay him. Suddenly, the Nutcracker changes into a prince and he and Clara journey to his kingdom. Snow begins to fall and the Snow King and Snow Queen and their swirling snowflakes escort Clara and the Prince on their journey through the Palace of Snow.

Act II: “The Palace of Sweets”
As Clara and the Nutcracker Prince approach the Palace of Sweets, they are met by charming Christmas angels and the beautiful Sugar Plum Fairy. Clara and the Prince are led to a place of honor where they are entertained by the sweets, spices, and flowers of the court. The act concludes with the romantic pas de deux of the Sugar Plum Fairy and her Cavalier. The entire court joins in the final tribute to Clara. Clara awakens...was it a dream?... or did it all really happen on that magical Christmas Eve?

The performance on December 16 at 11am, The Nutcracker: A Shorter Tale is narrated by Tom Sudholt, Program Director for Classic 107.3
**Act I, Scene I: “The Party”**

Clara*       Brynn CarneyB, Lauren TemmeA
Herr Drosselmeyer        Mark David BloodgoodA2, B2, Michael BurkeB1, Matthew RuskA1
Mrs. Stahlbaum        Amy HerchenroetherA1, A2, Lori WilsonB1, B2
Dr. Stahlbaum        Octavio Nieto
Fritz*    Victoria Anderson*, Maggie KieferB
The Maid*    Alexis MonseyA, Ellie TiltonB
Guests (Ladies)        Lauren ChristensenB1, B2, Michelle Devillar, Abby HannukselaA1, A2, Kendall Heuman, Rachel Horiuchi, Srijana Shreshtha
Guests (Gentlemen)     Mark David BloodgoodB1, Charles CronenwettA2, A1, Colin EllisB1, B2, Ethan MaszerA1, A2, Sigmund Mulnik, Matthew RuskB2, Sean SessionsB1, A2, Fletcher WeldA1, B2
Party Girls*    Kiley Boyle, Colette Croissier, Giselle Lund, Peyton Simmons, Kirsten Ward, Isabel Wichmer
Columbine Doll        Olivia CorneliusA1, A2, Julia HeissB1, B2
Harlequin Doll        Ethan MaszerA1, A2, Fletcher WeldB1, B2
Toy Soldier Dolls    Emily FugettB1, B2, and Colin EllisA1, A2 or Lauren KotB1, B2 and Charles CronenwettB1, B2

**Act I, Scene II: “The Battle”**

Nutcracker Battle Prince    Ethan MaszerB1, B2, Fletcher WeldA1, A2
Nutcracker Prince        Miguel Guevara
Mouse King             Michael BurkeA1, A2, Sean SessionsA1, B2
Clock Mice*            Cast A: Scarlett Horiuichi, Srijana Shreshtha
                       Cast B: Katarina Oelschlaeger, Ella van Bergen

Mice*    Cast A: Claire Branson, Esther Chen, Aurora Creses, Kaitlyn Delaney, Lucy Erbe, Brody Frank, Mina Hot, Cora Lewis, Naomi Liang, Margaret Rector, Athena Sit, Isabella Stevens, Ellie Suk, Evelyn Warner
         Cast B: Madison Billings, Eden Conway, Maya Greninger, Emillia Masterson, Eloise Morris, Kate Otis, Millie Pellegrin, Hadley Pellegrin, Miriam Peregrin, Anna Riley, Victoria Schoen, Julianna Simon, Colette Theiss, Brooklyn Wall

Bunnies*     Cast A: Lauryn Crenshaw, Willie Hartman
         Cast B: Imogen Rye, Kylee Wunderlich
Red Soldiers*      Natalie Chandler, Gwendolyn Evans, Evelyn Fitzpatrick, Simone Glasser, Shauni Kruger, Lila Oulamine, Tatiana Petroni, Leah Weisenberg
Blue Soldiers*     Lucy Branscum, Isabel CepedaA, Caroline Gibbs, Carissa Mitchell, Kendall Mosley, Chloe SehyA, Zoe Skidis, Elizabeth Workman, Katherine Zender

**Act I, Scene III: “The Palace of Snow”**

Snow Queen        Lauren ChristensenA1, Rebecca CornettB1, Emily FugettB2, Roxy ShackelfordA2
Snow King          Mark David BloodgoodB1, Colin EllisB2, Matthew RuskA2, Sean SessionsA1
Act II: “The Palace of Sweets”

The Sugar Plum Fairy  
Rebecca Cornett$^{A2, B2}$, Amy Herchenroether$^{B1}$, Lori Wilson$^{A1}$

Cavalier  
Mark David Bloodgood$^{A1}$, Michael Burke$^{A2, B2}$, Matthew Rusk$^{B1}$

Angels*  
Anastasia Alve, Grace Boyle, Madeline Burnette, Finley Edwards, Andrea Go, Lauren Grube, Claire Masterson, Jane Marie Mathis

Chocolate (Spanish)  
Zoe Middleton$^{A1, A2}$ and Fletcher Weld$^{A1, A2}$ or Roxy Shackelford$^{B1, B2}$ and Charles Cronenwett$^{B1, B2}$

Coffee (Arabian)  
Rachel Harrison$^{A1, A2}$ and Michael Burke$^{A1}$ or Charles Cronenwett$^{A1, A2}$ or Lauren Christensen$^{B1, B2}$ and Sean Sessions$^{B1, B2}$

Tea (Chinese)  
Lauren Kot$^{A1, A2}$ and Ethan Maszer$^{A1, A2}$ or Olivia Cornelius$^{B1, B2}$ and Colin Ellis$^{B1, B2}$

Candy Cane (Russian)  
Colin Ellis$^{A1, A2}$ or Fletcher Weld$^{B1, B2}$

Polichinelles (French)*  
Isabel Cepeda, Kendall Mosley$^{B}$, Chloe Sehy, Elizabeth Workman$^{A}$

Small Polichinelles*  
Sheena Chen, Ruby Morris, Caroline Oelschlaeger, Ava Phillips, Catherine Rachmien, Samantha Stortzum

The Clowns  
Charles Cronenwett, Miguel Guevara$^{*}$, Sean Sessions$^{A1, A2}$, Ethan Maszer$^{B1, B2}$

Marzipan (German)  
Amy Herchenroether$^{A1, A2}$, Elaine Rand$^{B1, B2}$

Waltz of the Flowers  
Julia Heiss$^{A1, A2}$, Emily Fugett$^{B1}$, Lori Wilson$^{B2}$

Flower Soloists  
Abigail Hannuksela$^{B1, B2}$, Ella Martin, Sydney Maddox$^{B1, B2}$, Sydney Marsh, Elaine Rand$^{A1, A2}$, Clara Wichmer$^{A1, A2}$

Flowers Ensemble*  
Cast $A1, A2$: Greer Den Houter, Cecilia Draper, Eva Gervich, Izzy Jones, Liliana Lorenz, Kailey Luebrecht

Finale  
Entire Cast

* = Saint Louis Ballet School Student  
^ = Professional Training Program Student

All casting is subject to change due to injury or illness.
COMPANY DANCERS

Abby Hannuksela  
Seattle, WA  
Joined 2022

Julia Heiss  
Dallas, TX  
Joined 2020

Ethan Maszer  
Andover, MA  
Joined 2021

Zoe Middleton  
Oak Park, IL  
Joined 2021

Elaine Rand  
West Lafayette, IN  
Joined 2020

Fletcher Weld  
Seattle, WA  
Joined 2021

SLB Dancer Headshots by Kelly Pratt

Juillianna Barrus  
Annabelle Cook  
Greer Den Houter  
Hadley Drake  
Cecilia Draper  
Eva Gervich

Miguel Guevara  
Lola Harper  
Izzy Jones  
Liliana Lorenz  
Kailey Luebrecht  
Sydney Maddox

Sydney Marsh  
Ella Martin  
Cora Miller  
Avery Murray  
Paris Tabor  
Grace Thomas

Clara Wichmer

SAINT LOUIS BALLET
Professional Training Program
STUDENT CAST DANCERS

Claras
Brynn Carney, Lauren Temme

Top Row: Party Girls
Bottom Row: Party Boys and Fritz

Cast A Mice

Cast B Mice

Red Soldiers
Bunnies

Blue Soldiers
Bunnies

Angels
Dragon Dancers

Polichinelles
Small Polichinelles
Dragon Dancers

Become a student!
Enroll today at stlouisballet.org/school
Featuring Amy Seiwert’s “By Any Other Name”

February 10–12

STLOUISBALLET.ORG
SAINT LOUIS BALLET

SWAN LAKE  April 28–30

With the SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

MetroTix™

STLOUISBALLET.ORG
Saint Louis Ballet is grateful and indebted to the many people, foundations and businesses that have supported us throughout these challenging times.

July 1, 2021 - October 20, 2022

Directors: $25,000 and above
Regional Arts Commission
The Shubert Foundation

Choreographer’s Circle: $10,000 - $24,999
Ameren Missouri
Anonymous (2)
Dr. Anthony Baumstark
Erin Beal
Julie Tang and Mark Eggert
Emerson
Dr. Elaine Majerus
Mann Family Foundation
Missouri Arts Council
Mary Strauss
The Jerome Robbins Foundation
Carol and Thomas R. Voss
Patricia and Dr. Leo Whiteside

Répétiteur’s Circle: $5,000 - $9,999
Chris and Jenny Bartlow
Fox Associates, LLC
Patrick and Susan Frangella
David and Sarah Glasser
Greensfelder, Hemker & Gale, P.C.
Heartland Coca-Cola
Holman Automotive
Lindsey and David Jones
Brooke and Dr. Brian Meek
John Russell
Lisa and Tom Suntrup

Ballet Master: $2,500 - $4,999
Bruce Arnold
Susan Bindler
Chad and Charity Brandon
Michelle and Dr. Michael Curtis
Marco Custodio
Michael and JiaMin Dierberg
Don Ferguson and Maryam Haidery
Lisa Finder Holland
Dr. Sophia Ford Glanton
and Dr. Luvell Glanton
Lisa and Robert Forsyth
Tammy Ganey
Mike Isaacson
Tyler and Heather Johns
Dr. and Mrs. Kalwerisky
Laurie and Sean Lock
Annette and Dr. Randall Markarian
Jennifer and Greg Martin
Microsoft
David Morris and Joey Neal
Dr. Mimi Vo and Mr. Nghia Cao
Mr. Dick Miles and Ms. Patricia Whitaker
Kathie and Richard Winter

Principal: $1,000 - $2,499
Christina Altholz
Cherie and Jim Arnold
Dr. Cynthia Fleck and Mr. Randall Barker
Anthony Billings
Maria and John Billings
Bridget May Bloodgood
Boeing
John R. Bradbury
Justin Bridgeman
Lisa Brubaker and Jim Viscardi
Jason and Wendy Brumitt
Anne Christopher
Lori and Ken Cornett
Maryanne Hertel and Kevin Counihan
Sara and Brian Davis
Jennifer and Steve Davis
Dr. Mariela Del Valle-Cruz
Elizabeth Dixon
Marjorie and Bernard Feldman
Laura and Don Frank
Dave and Veronica Grimes
Mrs. Natalie Haynes
Cathie and Scott Hernandez
Roger Johnson
Theresa and Peter Karutz
Mike and Vicki Kiefer
KPMG LLP
Teresa LaRocco and Lyle Krebbiel
Louise Lane
Sharon and Cliff Leve
Krista Flowers Luebrecht
Patrick and Dr. Becky Lynn
Ruth and Lawrence Miller
Jennifer and Matt Morris
Sarah and Jeff Oberman
Kimberly Perry
The Phillips Family
Meg Foley and Richard Rand
Stephanie and Anthony Randall
Jacquelyn Kelly Schmidt
Cori and Dr. Thomas Sehy
Christie and Allen Shackelford
St Louis Community Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tao
Dr. Mai Vo and Dr. Giao Vuong
Kimberly McAllister
John and Suzanne Wolf
Pamela Wollenberg

Scan or touch below for complete contributors list

Thank you to Madison’s Dancewear for your contributions
Fritz: Vicki & Mike Kiefer
Party Boy: Olga Levine
Flower: Tiffany Morris
Flower: Ann Weigandt
Soldier: David and Sarah Glasser
Polichinelle: Alexander and Erin Rachmiel
Mouse/Bunny: Brian and Delana Conway

Principal Character Artist: $500 - $999
AbbVie
Steven Alagna
Barbara Baner-Holtz and Milton Hieken
Michael Bobroff
Ali Breitbach
Maria Briggs
Jaclyn and Bill Brizzard
Shawn Byrd
Megan and Frank Cannistraro
Viviana Carter
Courtney Christensen
Dorene Cipriano
Rob and Michele Clark
Carol and Thomas Clear
Robbin and Michael Connelly
Sara and Tom Deckelman
Teresa Andreone and Jon Deuchler
Kenneth Dobbins
Kelly Duhigg
Michele Eades
Gloria and Patrick Fearon
Margaret and Donald Franz
Richard Fuggett
Julie Gibbs
Leigh Ellen and Raymond Griffiths
Donna Halliburton
Gretchen Harrison
Wendy Herchenroether
Jordan Higgins
Ken Jenkins
Christine and Ross Jenkins
Jerald Kevin Corder
Jan E. Kosmals
Bryan Krueger
Linda Ladendecker-Corley
Sharon Lay
Lisa LeMasters
Olga Levine
Barbara and Michael Lock
Drs. Susan and Dan Luedke
Patrick and Becky Lynn
Nigel and Amy Malterer
Judy Maul
Stacy McRae
Donna and Loren Middleton
Debra Niemann
Michael Nolan
Katrina Pon and Aaron Hughes
Erin and Alexander Rachmiel
Heather and Mark Rynasiewicz
Tara and Steve Schultz
Brooke and Jon Sehy
Heather Selsor
Lori Shambro and Paul Louis
Barbara and Amos Shamir
Haley Strebler
The Milford and Lee Bohm Charitable Foundation
Selden Trimble
Leslie Uijje
Fabienne Vincel
Danny Willis
Vanessa Woods

Soloist: $275 - $499
Sonny Ahad
Marlene Birkman
Todd Ciche
Don Conrad
Kelly Cubellis
Michelle Devillar
Michael Feldman and Jacob Laws
Celia Gahagan
Alexandra Goen
Jill Graftenreed
Tracy Hannuksela
Ms. Amy Herchenroether
Susan and Peter Herchenroether
Ruth and Jerold Howsdens
Judith Koehler
Jackie and Scott Leisler
Alisa McPherson
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Tracy Ragsdale
Mary Rose
Jessica and Leonard O. Rosik
Matt and Rachel Sokolich
Jill Strong
Brenda and Greg Teakert
Justin and Tedd Trabert

Corps de Ballet: $125 - $275
Advantage Capital
Allstate Insurance Matching Program
Sonja and Jack Anderson
Anonymous
Kris and Mark Arneson
Ben Bartels
Bayer
Joan Berkman
Jeffrey Brown
Patricia Bubah
Catherine and James Bundschuh
Thomas Burke
Julie Byrnes
Benjamin Bartels & Lauren Christensen
Marlene and James Clark
Rebecca and Jeffrey Cook
Mandy and Sean Copenhaver
Becky Domyan
Kathy LaRocco and Marc Ellis
Hillary Esser
Mary and Lucas Fertitta
Jacqueline Frankel
Susan Gillham
Leigh Goldschmidt
Miran and David Halen
Sarah Hon
Catherine Hooper
Janet and David Houston
Morgan Howard
Carrie Hruza
Toshiko and Shinichiro Imai
Dr. Andrea Itzkowitz
Tyler Johnson
Martha and Rick Kaufman
Christine and Al Klein
Sara Knowles
Dan Kramer
Michael Feldman and Jacob Laws
Fran Levine
Moraith MacRae
Piotr Mak
Richard Marschutz
Mastercard Impact Fund
Earl N. Mayfield
John McConaghy
Julie Meek
Kelsey Middleton
Allison Miller
Renee and Michael Monsey
Tiffany Morris
Danielle and Isaac Mosley
Toni Murphy
Charlie Nemac
Marc and Jennifer Ozimkiewicz
Ali Rafferty
Erica Randall
Stephanie Riven and Roger Goldman
Natalie Rohlfigen
Cathy and Marcos Rothstein
Mr. & Mrs. Josh Saipe
Behnaz Sarrami
Raymonde and Steven Schopp
Sean Sessions
Ashley Smith
Melissa Smith-Groff and Brady Groff
Kathy Svensson Sykes and
Stephen Vetzner
Renee Templeraud
Bonnie and Alan Templeton
Ms. Christy Thompson
Odile and Fred Tompkins
Lois Vander Waerdt
Patricia Vogelsang
Lance Weiss
Jarvis Weld
Mr. Ted Wight
Charles Wimper
Brandy Wise
Jennifer Wood
Tom Woods
Fran Zamel
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Thomas R. Voss, President
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Natalie R Haynes
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Laurie Lock
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Brooke Meek
Founder PLNK Fitness

Lawrence Miller, Ph.D.
Computer Engineer II
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VP of Human Resources,
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Flowserv

Carol Voss
Community Volunteer

ADMINISTRATION

Executive and Artistic Director
Gen Horiuchi

Director of Finance
Julie Abernathie

Director of Donor Relations
Nancy Jatcko

Manager of Design and Marketing
Tanya Strautmann

Development Events Coordinator
Mary Cady

Marketing Consultant
Nancy Goldstein

Marketing Graphics Contributor
Anna Sher

Public Relations & Media Marketing
Cindy Lander Wallach, SAGE Marketing

Manager of Patron & Donor Services
Ryan Mak

Grants Writer
Sabrena Nelson

Management Consultant
John Cattanach

PRODUCTION

Director of Stage Productions
Amy Soll

Lighting Director
Maureen Berry

Wardrobe Director
Susan Erhart

Wardrobe Assistant
Eadaoin Erhart

Photography/Video/Social Media
Kelly Pratt, Pratt + Kreidich Photography

Physical Therapist and Athletic Trainer
Bryan Lind, Athletico

Chiropractor
Joseph R. Sturges, D.C.

Backstage Coordinator
Catherine Bundschuh

ST. LOUIS BALLET SCHOOL

Directors
Gen Horiuchi and Tanya Strautmann

Associate Administrators
Heather Grahn-Howard,
Rachael Kingma Queen, Ryan Mak

Children Production Parent Leaders
Sarah Masterson, Jennifer Morris

Thank you to all our volunteers for your dedication to Saint Louis Ballet performances and to our organization.
Breaking Down
Double Saut de Basque
With Gen Horiuchi

Katie Slattery of POINTE MAGAZINE

Published on September 27, 2022
pointemagazine.com/double-saut-de-basque-tips

Gen Horiuchi, Saint Louis Ballet’s executive and artistic director, achieved the type of storied career many dancers dream of: After growing up in a ballet family in Japan (both of his parents were professional dancers), he won the Prix de Lausanne and was offered a scholarship to train at the School of American Ballet. He soon joined New York City Ballet, where he became a principal dancer known for his explosive jumps.

Here, Horiuchi offers his expert advice for mastering a clean, dynamic double saut de basque—his favorite step!

**YOUR PREPARATION COUNTS**

“When you execute jumps, the most important thing is the step before the actual step,” Horiuchi says. “For double saut de basque, everyone thinks about the jump and turn, but what’s most crucial is how you get there.” Try not to tombé underneath yourself in the preparation. “Otherwise you will have trouble,” says Horiuchi. Instead, prepare confidently by taking a big step out. “That sets up your placement so you can get into a strong position with your body,” he says, adding that it also allows you to get more height in your saut de basque.

**1.5 ROTATIONS VERSUS 2**

“A lot of people think double saut de basque takes off facing the front of the room, but it is actually easier if you step to the side, brush and then jump,” says Horiuchi. This way, you’re already halfway around when you take off. “Saut de basque is more about height than the spinning motion itself—if you get into the air, the turn will happen naturally,” Horiuchi says. “If you take off to the side, it’s not really even a double—it’s one and a half rotations. That takes the pressure off!”

**BE QUICK WITH YOUR PORT DE BRAS**

Using your head and arms correctly will create a dynamic and controlled saut de basque movement. Horiuchi says it’s important to take the arms into position with speed and precision.

“There is a tendency when you jump to hike the arms up, then they move with the turn,” he says. Rather than letting your arms swing with the turning motion, get them quickly into position. “Let the waist, lower back and shoulder take you around.” Anticipate your spot, as well: “You should look where you aim.”

**NOT JUST FOR MEN**

Double saut de basque is traditionally practiced as a men’s step and is used in many male variations. But Horiuchi believes it is a good exercise for everyone to try. “In company class, whenever I give men double saut de basque, there are female dancers who are so willing to jump too, and I give them tips.” He notes that women can apply the basics of saut de basque to other movements, like double step-overs (en dehors piqué turns).

**HORIUCHI’S ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR SUCCESS**

- Always master saut de basque with a single turn before attempting a second rotation.
- Aim for height in your jump; don’t obsess over the turn.
- The preparation can be a tombé, a chassé or a “step-step” motion. A confident preparation makes a big difference!
- In your lower body, feel strength in your extended leg and a stretched foot. Make a high retiré position with the working leg.
Save the Date
Saint Louis Ballet’s
2023 Gala
Saturday, May 13
Chase Park Plaza Hotel
MaryCady@StLouisBallet.org
Saint Louis Ballet makes our community brighter by providing a resident professional ballet company that performs classical and contemporary works of the highest quality for cultural enrichment and enjoyment by the entire community. Ameren is honored to partner with Saint Louis Ballet to celebrate St. Louis’ most popular holiday tradition, The Nutcracker.

Bright tomorrows start with doing good today.

PROUD SPONSOR

heartland Coca-Cola Bottling Company

Buy a Coke. Taste the Magic.
In Pain? Start Here.

Our therapists can transform your pain before it progresses to something worse. Start with physical therapy and the results are game-changing.

Request a Free Assessment*

Official Provider of Physical Therapy

SAINT LOUIS BALLET

athletico.com
877-ATHLETICO (284-5384)

*Per federal guidelines, beneficiaries of plans such as Medicare, Medicaid, Tricare, VA, and other federally funded plans are not eligible for free assessments.
We are proud to support Saint Louis Ballet!

At Greensfelder, we take the time to learn about the goals of the people and businesses we represent. Whether you’re creating an estate plan, making a business deal or facing a dispute, our attorneys bring the skills and experience to address a full range of legal needs.

Haar & Woods, LLP proudly supports Saint Louis Ballet

1010 Market St., Suite 1620
St. Louis, MO 63101
314-241-2224 Phone
314-241-2227 Fax
haar-woods.com
A diverse group of young professionals (age 21-35) who are committed to supporting our city’s professional ballet company! Visit stlouisballet.org/barreslb for more the benefits of joining.

jackie leisler—design—

beautiful and interesting spaces that enhance and bring joy to everyday life

jackieleislerdesign.com | instagram @jackieleislerdesign
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A DANCER TO TRAIN LIKE ONE

"Every time I step on stage, I notice a difference in my stamina and confidence as I rely on the strength and bodily awareness that these classes have helped me build. PLNK has been an amazing addition to my life and I look forward to keeping it as a part of my routine!"

GET YOUR FIRST MONTH FREE AT PLNK T&C

ASKING. LISTENING. SUPPORTING.

Learn more about how the Y is supporting the mental health needs of youth and adults in our community.

gwrymca.org/mental-health